
Play with an expert at Leighton 

Buzzard Bridge Club 
  

If we want to grow attendances at affiliated clubs, we must all work to demystify them in 

the eyes of novice players. Some clubs have teaching sessions but few people tend to 

graduate to become regular club players. What is also interesting to note is the number 

of novice players prepared to come away on Bridge weekends and Bridge weeks. At the 

recent Algarve week run by David and myself, the play with an expert session attracted 

14 players wanting to play with a more experienced partner and the feedback received 

from the novices was generally positive. 

 Accordingly, I believe there is potential to run a bridge with an expert at Leighton 

Buzzard. There are a number of positives that Leighton Buzzard offers in comparison 

with other clubs. The managing team are personable and welcoming individuals and 

generally the members are approachable. As well, there is a high standard of Bridge 

played there at a reasonable tempo. My proposal is therefore as follows: 

 Advertise a play with an expert evening at Monday and Wednesday sessions at 

Dunstable Town Bowls Club. Extend the invitation to any group being taught in the area. 

I believe Keith Rickson is running a teaching group. The Bedford no fear people could be 

invited. Advertise it at Toddington on a Thursday night. There is another group who play 

at Leighton Buzzard Golf Club. Allow at least four weeks and ask novices to put their 

names forward to ensure we have enough experts ready to partner them. 

 Charge a reduced amount of table money (£1.50) for both the expert and the novice. 

That will cover UM fees to the EBU and may have the spin off benefit of adding to the roll 

of Bedford affiliated players. Allow normal partnerships to play as well (at full price) so 

the novices get a proper feel of what a Club night is about and offer returners incentives 

to come back (Say £2 table money for the next 5 appearances) 

I would be happy to act as host for the event if you want to take the idea forward 

  

Colin O’Hara 

06 February 2019 

  



Volunteer mentors who are happy to play with new entrants maybe 

giving up their regular partner once or twice a year please email 

peterfmalpass@yahoo.co.uk with your views and hopefully 

acceptance! 

Peter Malpass 
 


